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Abstract

There are a growing number of table pre-
training methods proposed for reasoning over
tabular data (e.g., question answering, fact
checking, and faithful text generation). How-
ever, most existing methods are benchmarked
solely on a limited number of datasets, vary-
ing in configuration, which leads to a lack
of unified, standardized, fair, and comprehen-
sive comparison between methods. This paper
presents OPENRT, the first open-source frame-
work for reasoning over tabular data, to repro-
duce existing table pre-training models for per-
formance comparison and develop new models
quickly. We implemented and compared six
table pre-training models on four question an-
swering, one fact checking, and one faithful
text generation datasets. Moreover, to enable
the community to easily construct new table
reasoning datasets, we developed TARAT, an
annotation tool which supports multi-person
collaborative annotations for various kinds of
table reasoning tasks. The researchers are
able to deploy the newly-constructed dataset to
OPENRT and compare the performances of dif-
ferent baseline systems. The library OPENRT,
along with the annotation tool TARAT, is pub-
licly available at https://github.com/
yilunzhao/OpenRT.

1 Introduction

With the increasing amount of structured data avail-
able, there is a growing interest in developing NLP
systems for reasoning over tabular data to per-
form tasks such as question answering (Pasupat
and Liang, 2015; Zhong et al., 2017; Iyyer et al.,
2017), fact checking (Chen et al., 2020c; Gupta
et al., 2020), and faithful text generation (Chen
et al., 2020b; Parikh et al., 2020). Table pre-training
has emerged as a promising approach for develop-
ing large language models (LLMs) that can per-
form various kinds of downstream table reasoning

∗Equal Contributions.

tasks with high accuracy after fine-tuning (Herzig
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022b; Jiang et al., 2022;
Yang et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2022b; Liu et al.,
2022a). However, existing table pre-training meth-
ods have been benchmarked on different datasets
with varying configurations (Table 2), resulting in
a lack of standardization for comprehensive evalua-
tion between methods. Moreover, existing models
are developed under individual systems and have a
lack of compatibility. Therefore, it is difficult and
time-consuming to re-implement them for result
comparison in future studies. As the above issues
seriously hinder the development of table reasoning
models, it is imperative to develop a unified and
extensible open-source framework for reasoning
over tabular data.

In this paper, we present OPENRT, the first
OPEN-source framework for Reasoning over
Tabular data, which has the following three char-
acteristics: (1) Modularization: we developed
OPENRT with highly reusable modules and in-
tegrated them in a unified framework, which en-
ables researchers to study different table reasoning
models at a conceptual level; (2) Standardization:
OPENRT includes popular table reasoning datasets
and models. The evaluation of different models
is standardized under the same experimental con-
figuration; (3) Extensibility: OPENRT enables re-
searchers to easily develop their own models or add
new datasets by extending corresponding modules
with their proposed ones.

Moreover, in order to facilitate the construc-
tion of new table reasoning datasets by other re-
searchers, we developed TARAT, the first TAble
Reasoning Annotation Tool that supports the col-
laborative construction of various dataset types (i.e.,
question answering, fact checking, text generation).
User-created datasets can be easily integrated into
OPENRT for performance evaluation.

The main structure of the paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 describes each table reason-
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Dataset # Examples # Tables Input Output Evaluation Metrics

Question Answering

WIKISQL (Zhong et al., 2017) 80,654 24,241 question short-form answer Acc
WTQ (Pasupat and Liang, 2015) 22,033 2,108 question short-form answer Acc
SQA (Iyyer et al., 2017) 17,553 982 sequential question sequential answers Acc
FETAQA (Nan et al., 2022a) 10,330 10,330 question long-form answer B, R, BS, PARENT, NLI-Acc

Fact Checking

TABFACT (Chen et al., 2020c) 118,275 16,573 statement entailment label Acc

Faithful Table-to-Text Generation

LOGICNLG (Chen et al., 2020a) 37,015 7,392 highlighted columns statement B, R, BS, PARENT, SP/NLI-Acc

Table 1: Table reasoning tasks in OPENRT. B denotes BLEU, R denotes ROUGE, and BS denotes BERTScore. The
details of each evaluation metric are introduced in Appendix A.

WIKISQL WTQ SQA FeTaQA TABFACT LOGICNLG

TAPAS (Herzig et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

UnifiedSKG (Xie et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TAPEX (Liu et al., 2022b) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

REASTAP (Zhao et al., 2022b) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

OmniTab (Jiang et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PLOG (Liu et al., 2022a) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 2: The list of table reasoning datasets used in different table pre-training works. It demonstrates the lack of
standardized and comprehensive benchmarks for evaluating existing table pre-training methods.

ing task included in OPENRT; Section 3 describes
each module and its implementation of OPENRT
framework; Section 4 compares the performance
of different table pre-training methods on included
datasets, and provides insights into how to choose
appropriate table pre-training methods for specific
needs; Section 5 introduces the functions and im-
plementation of TARAT; finally, Section 6 intro-
duces the related work about table reasoning and
annotation tools.

2 OPENRT Tasks

OPENRT covers three kinds of table reasoning
tasks: question answering, fact checking, and faith-
ful text generation. The goal of OPENRT is to
push the development of table pre-training meth-
ods that can be applied and achieved competitive
performance on various kinds of table reasoning
tasks. We describe the details of each dataset in the
following subsections and Table 2.

2.1 Table Question Answering
WIKISQL The WIKISQL-WEAK dataset
(Zhong et al., 2017) requires models to perform
filtering and, optionally, aggregation on table cell
values to obtain an answer to the given question.

WTQ The WikiTableQuestions dataset (Pasupat
and Liang, 2015) contains 22,033 complex ques-

tions on Wikipedia tables. Compared to WIKISQL,
it requires more complicated reasoning capabilities,
thus is more challenging.

SQA The SequentialQA dataset (Iyyer et al.,
2017) was built by decomposing the questions from
WTQ dataset and organizing them into a conver-
sational context. It requires models to answer se-
quences of simple but interrelated questions.

FETAQA Different from above-mentioned three
short-form Table QA datasets, the Free-form Table
Question Answering dataset (Nan et al., 2022b)
requires models to generate free-form text answers
after retrieval, inference, and integration of multi-
ple supporting facts from the source table.

2.2 Table Fact Checking

TABFACT The TABFACT dataset (Chen et al.,
2020c) requires the models to perform both soft
linguistic reasoning and hard symbolic reasoning
to determine whether a given statement is entailed
or refuted by the corresponding tabular data.

2.3 Faithful Table-to-Text Generation

LOGICNLG The LOGICNLG dataset (Chen
et al., 2020a) requires models to generate multiple
statements that perform logical reasoning based on
the information in the source table. Each statement
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Figure 1: The overall framework of OPENRT.

should be factually correct with the table content.

3 OPENRT Framework

As shown in Figure 1, OPENRT consists of four
main modules: configuration, data, modeling, and
evaluation. The users are able to fine-tune or test
the existing table pre-training models on the in-
cluded dataset. They are also allowed to add their
own models or datasets into OPENRT by extending
corresponding modules with their proposed ones.

3.1 Configuration Module

Users and developers define all experiment configu-
rations in the configuration module, which includes
command lines, external configuration, and inter-
nal configuration. Users are expected to modify the
major experiment settings through command lines
or by modifying external configuration files, while
keeping the internal configuration unchanged for
replicating existing models. This ensure a unified
and standardized performance comparison between
different table reasoning models.

3.2 Data Module

As discussed in Section 2, OPENRT includes pop-
ular datasets for table reasoning, which cover var-
ious types of tasks. Any raw dataset undergoes
processing using the following data flow: raw data
→ Preprocessor → Dataset → Dataloader → pro-
cessed data. The data flow converts raw datasets
in various formats into a unified format that can be
used as input for the modeling module.

The Preprocessor tokenizes textual and tabular
data input using the corresponding tokenizer of the
model. It applies the same strategy as Liu et al.
(2022b) to truncate a long table into a shorter ver-
sion to satisfy the model’s input length limit. The
Dataset component prepares input data, while the
DataLoader component selects features from the
processed data to form tensor data for model input.
For both components, we have implemented par-
ent classes TRDataset and TRDataLoader to
include shared attributes and functions. Users can
add a new dataset by creating classes that inherit
from these parent classes with a few modifications.

3.3 Modeling Module
We have organized and unified the implementations
of each table reasoning model within the modeling
module by creating an interface parent class called
TRModel. The design of TRModel simplifies
the process for users who want to deploy or add
a new model to OPENRT. They can simply create
and modify a corresponding child class by inherit
TRModel. The following table reasoning models
have been implemented in OPENRT:

• TAPAS (Herzig et al., 2020) adopts the BERT
encoder with an additional positional embedding
for encoding table structure. It also adds two clas-
sification layers for cell selection and aggregation
operator predictions.

• UnifiedSKG (Xie et al., 2022) unifies each task
into a text-to-text format, and adopts a sequence-
to-sequence T5 model for multi-task learning
over multiple table reasoning datasets.

• TAPEX (Liu et al., 2022b) pre-trains LLMs by
learning as a neural SQL executor to predict the
execution results of synthetic SQL queries.

• REASTAP (Zhao et al., 2022b) injects various
kinds of table reasoning skills (e.g., conjunction,
counting) into LLMs by synthesizing Table QA
examples as the pre-training corpus.

• OmniTab (Jiang et al., 2022) retrieves table-
sentence pairs from Wikipedia for mask-based
pre-training and synthesizes Table QA examples
for pre-training with a QA loss.

• PLOG (Liu et al., 2022a) is pre-trained on a syn-
thetic corpus of table-to-logic-form generation to
learn table-relevant logical inference knowledge.

While it is possible to train a single model for
each task without using the "pre-train, then fine-
tune" paradigm (Zhou et al., 2022; Ou and Liu,
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FETAQA LOGICNLG

B-4 ROUGE-1/2/L BS NLI BLEU-1/2/3 ROUGE-1/2/L BS PA SP NLI

UnifiedSKG 31.5 63.5/41.8/54.1 83.6 78.0 51.8/32.5/18.8 42.8/20.9/36.5 75.1 32.9 46.2 87.0
TAPEX 30.2 62.0/39.9/50.7 82.3 79.2 52.2/32.1/18.3 44.0/21.5/36.8 72.5 31.9 50.1 87.4
REASTAP 30.4 62.5/40.3/51.1 82.7 80.4 52.5/32.5/18.9 44.2/21.5/37.3 78.2 32.2 54.8 89.2
OmniTab 30.7 62.9/40.6/52.1 84.1 81.5 53.0/32.9/19.1 44.5/21.7/37.4 77.6 31.7 55.1 89.0
PLOG 31.8 64.7/42.5/54.9 86.2 80.2 54.9/35.0/21.0 46.1/23.8/39.0 80.1 32.8 50.5 88.9

Table 3: Automated Evaluation of table pre-training models on the test set of FETAQA and LOGICNLG datasets.
BS denotes BERTScore, PA denotes PARENT, SP denotes SP-Acc, and NLI denotes NLI-Acc.

Short-form QA Fact Checking

WIKISQL WTQ SQA TABFACT

PLOG 85.9 43.7 60.3 82.0
UnifiedSKG 85.6 48.3 61.5 83.5
TAPAS 84.0 50.4 67.1 81.0
TAPEX 89.2 57.2 74.5 84.0
REASTAP 90.4 58.6 74.7 84.7
OmniTab 88.7 62.8 75.9 85.2

Table 4: Accuracies of existing table pre-training mod-
els on the test set of short-form table QA and table fact
checking datasets. Bold numbers indicate the highest
accuracy, and underscores denote the second best.

2022; Zhao et al., 2023a), we included only table
pre-training models in OPENRT. This is because
we focus on pushing forward the development of
more generalizable table pre-training methods that
can be applied to various table reasoning tasks and
achieve competitive performance.

3.4 Evaluation Module

To evaluate and compare the performance of table
reasoning models supported by a certain dataset,
OPENRT includes all the evaluation metrics used in
the official implementation. These metrics can be
used off-the-shelf with a one-line call. The details
of each metric are introduced in Appendix A.

3.5 Execution

We implemented Evaluation and Fine-tuning
paradigms for execution in OPENRT. For Evalua-
tion, users are able to replicate experimental results
of existing models on the supported table reasoning
dataset by using provided model checkpoints1. For
Fine-tuning, they can train existing models on new
datasets or fine-tune their self-implemented mod-
els on the included datasets. OPENRT supports

1We provide checkpoints of each supported
model fine-tuned on each included dataset at
https://huggingface.co/OpenTR

hyper-parameter search to improve fine-tuning per-
formance. We also implemented strategies such as
multi-GPU training and half-precision training for
efficient model training.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation Details

We conducted experiments to evaluate and compare
the fine-tuning performance of supported table pre-
training models on the included table reasoning
datasets. In our experiments, if a model had been
fine-tuned on a certain dataset in its original pa-
per and its corresponding checkpoint was publicly
available, we evaluated the model’s performance
directly using the provided checkpoint. Otherwise,
we fine-tuned the model first and then evaluated its
performance. For each fine-tuning experiment, we
ran 40 epochs with a batch size of 128, and the best
fine-tuning checkpoints were selected based on the
validation loss.

4.2 Experimental Results

As shown in Table 3, PLOG achieves higher per-
formance for most surface-level evaluations (i.e.,
BLEU, ROUGE, BERTScore, and PARENT) on
faithful table-to-text generation and free-form Ta-
ble QA tasks. This is reasonable because PLOG
is pre-trained to generate logical forms given the
tabular data, which improves the model’s capabil-
ity for content selection and logical inference in
text generation. OmniTab achieves the best per-
formance on faithfulness-level evaluation (i.e., SP-
Acc and NLI-Acc). It also achieves the best perfor-
mance on most fact checking and short-form QA
tasks (Table 4), demonstrating the effectiveness
of pre-training models over natural and synthetic
Table QA examples to improve the model’s reason-
ing capability. Our aim is that such performance
comparison, using a standardized benchmark, will
provide researchers with valuable insights on how
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Figure 2: The overall workflow of TARAT.
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Figure 3: The four design principles of TARAT: quick
deployment, better quality control, high productivity,
and free accessibility. Each principle comes with a
series of feature designs that can make data annotation
for table reasoning tasks more efficient and reliable.

to develop more powerful and effective table pre-
training methods that can be applied to and achieve
competitive performance on various types of table
reasoning tasks.

5 TARAT Annotation Tools

In order to facilitate the construction of new ta-
ble reasoning datasets for other researchers, we
developed TARAT, the first open-source table rea-
soning annotation tool that supports the collabo-
rative construction of various dataset types (i.e.,
question answering, fact checking, text generation).
TARAT was designed, developed, and tested with
the four design principles shown in Figure 3. As
depicted in Figure 2, a typical annotation process
using TARAT consists of the following five steps:

5.1 Annotation Project Creation

The administrator begins by accessing the admin
interface of TARAT (Figure 4 in Appendix) to
specify and set up an annotation project. Specifi-
cally, they need to select one of the annotation task
templates provided by us as a starting point. These

templates are customizable, so the administrator
is allowed to adjust elements (e.g., annotator in-
put type, display style of tabular data) to finalize a
tailored annotation task specification.

5.2 Annotation Batch Assignment

The administrator can create multiple batches for
an annotation project, with each batch containing
multiple annotation tasks (i.e., we count annotat-
ing an example as one task). The division of the
annotation project into multiple batches helps the
administrators better organize and monitor the an-
notation progress. To initialize each batch, the
administrators need to prepare raw annotation data
in a csv file, with each line corresponding to an
annotation task (Figure 5 in Appendix). Then the
administrator can assign each batch to a specific
group of annotators (Figure 6 in Appendix).

5.3 Annotation

Once the annotation batches are assigned, the
annotators can begin working. In our prelimi-
nary study, we found that annotators and review-
ers would spend a significant amount of time on
typo/grammar correction and table evidence anno-
tation (i.e, write down the row and column indices
of relevant table cells). To improve annotation ef-
ficiency and quality, we accordingly implemented
the following two features:

Grammar Checking We integrated the Gram-
marly Text Editor Plugin2 into the TARAT annota-
tion interface to help annotators detect and elimi-
nate grammar and spelling mistakes. The annota-
tors can view the editing suggestions by clicking
the underlined text. They can then apply the sug-

2https://developer.grammarly.com/docs/
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gested change by clicking “Accept”, or ignore it by
clicking “Dismiss” (Figure 9 in Appendix).

Efficient Supporting Fact Annotation Previous
work (Chen et al., 2020a, 2021) required annota-
tors to manually write down the column and row
indices of all relevant table cells (i.e., supporting
fact), which is time-consuming and might intro-
duce typos. To enable a more efficient support-
ing fact annotation, we implemented cell highlight,
which allows the annotators to select (i.e., high-
light) multiple relevant cells on the table as sup-
porting facts (Figure 10 in Appendix). The indices
of highlighted cells will be automatically recorded.

5.4 Annotation Review
Once an annotation batch is finished, the admin-
istrator can convert it to a reviewing batch at the
TARAT admin interface, and assign the reviewing
batch to a group of reviewers. The reviewers are
expected to correct examples with annotation er-
rors. The system will update the passing rate of
each annotator, which the administrator can use to
identify unqualified annotators and filter them out.

5.5 Annotation Result Export
After the review process, the annotated data can
be exported by the administrator to a result file in
CSV format (Figure 8 in Appendix). The adminis-
trator is also able to output the annotation statistics
(e.g., passing rate, spent time on each example) for
each annotator or reviewer, which can be used to
determine annotation payment.

6 Related Work

Reasoning over Tabular Data The tasks related
to reasoning over tables involves question answer-
ing (Pasupat and Liang, 2015; Zhong et al., 2017;
Iyyer et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2022a), fact check-
ing (Chen et al., 2020c; Gupta et al., 2020), and
faithful text generation (Chen et al., 2020b; Parikh
et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2023b) based on the in-
formation contained in the tables. Previous work
mainly investigated how to develop a task-specific
model that can work on one or two table reason-
ing datasets. More recently, inspired by the huge
success of pre-trained language models (Devlin
et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2020), researchers have
attempted to adopt the "pre-training, then fine-
tuning" paradigm to develop models that can han-
dle different kinds of table reasoning tasks with
high performance (Herzig et al., 2020; Liu et al.,

2022b; Jiang et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022; Xie
et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2022a). However, exist-
ing table pre-training methods have been evalu-
ated on different datasets with varying configu-
rations and developed as individual systems, re-
sulting in difficulties in re-implementing them for
performance comparison in future studies. The de-
velopment of open-source libraries such as Trans-
formers (Wolf et al., 2020) alleviate these issues to
some extent, but they only cover a narrow range of
table pre-training models and datasets. OPENRT
implements existing table pre-training models in
a unified and highly modularized framework, and
provides standardized and comprehensive evalua-
tion benchmarks for performance comparison.

Annotation Tools for Table Reasoning Tasks
Existing annotation tools usually focus on the an-
notation with only textual input (Nakayama et al.,
2018; Perry, 2021; Lin et al., 2022; Friedrich et al.,
2022; Pei et al., 2022; Stodden and Kallmeyer,
2022). The development of table-relevant anno-
tation tools is more complex as it requires the
system to handle annotations on both textual and
tabular input in a user-friendly manner. The cur-
rent open-source table reasoning annotation tool,
TABPERT (Jain et al., 2021), allows a user to up-
date the table contents and associated hypotheses to
generate counterfactual NLI examples. Compared
to TABPERT, TARAT supports more types of table
reasoning tasks, and can be hosted on a central-
ized server for large-scale distribution with a multi-
person collaborative process. Furthermore, each
component of TARAT is highly modularized and
can be customized to meet the individual needs.

7 Conclusion

This work presents OPENRT, the first open-source
framework for reasoning over tabular data, to re-
produce existing table pre-training models for a
standardized and fair performance comparison.
OPENRT also enables users to quickly deploy their
own models and datasets. Moreover, we developed
TARAT to facilitate the construction of new table
reasoning datasets by other researchers.

In the future, we will continue to add more ta-
ble reasoning datasets and the latest released table
pre-training models to OPENRT as part of regular
updates. We welcome researchers and engineers to
join us in developing, maintaining, and improving
OPENRT and TARAT, in order to push forward the
development of research on table reasoning.
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A Appendix

OPENRT includes following evaluation metrics for
performance evaluation and comparison:

• Accuracy is scored as the number of correct pre-
dictions divided by total number of predictions.

• BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) uses a precision-
based approach, measuring the n-gram matches
between the generated and reference statements.

• ROUGE (Lin, 2004) uses a recall-based ap-
proach, and measures the percentage of overlap-
ping words and phrases between the generated
output and reference one.

• NLI-Acc (Chen et al., 2020b) applies a natural
language inference (NLI) model fine-tuned on
TABFACT (Chen et al., 2020c) to predict whether
the generated sentence is entailed by source table.

• SP-Acc (Chen et al., 2020b) extracts the meaning
representations from the generated sentence and
executes them against the source table to verify
the logical fidelity of the generated text.

• BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) computes the
similarity between the generated sentence and
reference ones using contextual word embed-
dings from BERT. For LOGICNLG, which has
multiple references for a source table, we com-
pute the score by measuring the candidate with
each reference and returning the highest score.

• PARENT (Dhingra et al., 2019) aligns n-grams
from the reference and generated statements to
the tabular data before computing their precision
and recall. It achieves higher correlation with
human judgement.
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Figure 4: “Project Creation” in the administrator interface of TARAT. To set up a new annotation project, the
administrator needs to choose, modify, and upload the HTML template for initializing the annotation interface.

Figure 5: An example of raw data stored in the csv file.
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Figure 6: “Annotation Batch Creation” in the administrator interface of TARAT. The administrator can create an
annotation batch by importing the raw data stored in a csv file, and assign the batch to a specific group of annotators.
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Project: Table QA template / Batch: batch1 Auto-accept next Task Return Task Skip Task Expires in 23�58

Wilco

Year Award Work/Artist Result

1999 Grammy Award for Best Contemporary Folk Album Mermaid Avenue Nominated

2005 Grammy Award for Best Alternative Music Album A Ghost Is Born Won

2005
Grammy Award for Best Recording Package (awarded to
the art director)

A Ghost Is Born Won

2008 Grammy Award for Best Rock Album Sky Blue Sky Nominated

2010 Grammy Award for Best Americana Album
Wilco (The
Album)

Nominated

2012 Grammy Award for Best Rock Album The Whole Love Nominated

Annotate following:
Question

Answer

Selected areas

Submit

Figure 7: The annotation interface for Table QA task using provided HTML template.
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Figure 8: “Annotation Result Export” in the administrator interface of TARAT. The administrator can output the
annotated data as well as the annotation statistics in CSV formats.

Figure 9: An example of grammar checking in TARAT. The annotation interface automatically detects the spelling
errors and shows the editing suggestions to the annotator.
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Hoot Kloot

№ Title Directed by: Released:

1 "Kloot's Kounty" Hawley Pratt 1973

2 "Apache on the County Seat" Hawley Pratt 1973

3 "The Shoe Must Go On" Gerry Chiniquy 1973

4 "A Self Winding Sidewinder" Roy Morita 1973

5 "Pay Your Buffalo Bill" Gerry Chiniquy 1973

6 "Stirrups and Hiccups" Gerry Chiniquy 1973

7 "Ten Miles to the Gallop" Arthur Leonardi 1973

8 "Phony Express" Gerry Chiniquy 1974

9 "Giddy Up Woe" Sid Marcus 1974

10 "Gold Struck" Roy Morita 1974

11 "As the Tumbleweeds Turn" Gerry Chiniquy 1974

12 "The Badge and the Beautiful" Bob Balsar 1974

13 "Big Beef at O.K. Corral" Bob Balsar 1974

14 "By Hoot or By Crook" Bob Balsar 1974

15 "Strange on the Range" Durward Bonaye 1974

16 "Mesa Trouble" Sid Marcus 1974

17 "Saddle Soap Opera" Gerry Chiniquy 1974

Annotate following:
Question

How many movies directed by Gerry Chiniquy were

released in the year of 1973?

Answer

3

Selected areas

3�3.2�3;5�6.2�3

Submit

Figure 10: An example of cell highlight in TARAT. To annotate supporting facts, the annotators can directly select
(i.e. highlight) the relevant table cells on the table. The indices of highlighted cells will be automatically recorded.
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